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From the beginning to now, internal audit have experienced the process 
from Financial-Based internal audit; Business-Based internal audit; 
management-Based internal audit to Risk-Based internal audit. Risk-Based 
internal audit is the corroboration and consulting activities that internal auditor 
treat the enterprise risk as main point of concern of internal audit, put focus on 
reducing risk, access the enterprise’s risk management, internal control and 
corporate governance, realize the enterprise value adding. But now in China, the 
banking internal audit mainly focus on find illegal questions or fraud behaviors, 
especially the compliance audit occupies most of the internal audit contents, 
which cause the enterprise employees fear the audit. In the internal audit process, 
the auditors usually hard to accurately understand the real business and know 
the current situation of the development of banking business, that impact the 
audit results. 
Recently, Basel Ⅱ requires the bank joined the agreement develops the Control 
Self Assessment(CSA), China Construction bank(CCB) is doing this things, The 
success of the practice of this methodology in the bank finds a new path for the 
internal audit. If the CSA can be used into internal audit working, it could take major 
changes to the internal audit and Produce inestimable positive effect. 
The writer accord to the current situation of internal auditing development of 
domestic bank industry, analyze the Audit development bottlenecks and problems, 
and take the six years working experience in CCB internal audit department for 
example, analyze the CSA, put the two theories in together, find out the combining 
site and common goals, give the effective solutions to solve the internal audit 
problems, establish an improved internal audit system, comprehensive realize the 
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